
SHARE YOUR KNOWLEDGE  
WITH THE WORLD
Create online and offline learning content and join a  
global blended learning community.

Become a Learning Partner

HERE’S HOW IT WORKS

PICK A PLAN 
THAT WORKS FOR YOU

CREATE 
YOUR CONTENT

JOIN THE 
LEARNING MARKETPLACE

We provide Partnership options at 3 different levels: 
 
Lite Partnerships are recommended for individual instructors  
looking for a way to share their expertise with a global audience. 
 
Premium Partnerships can bring together up to 10 instructors 
and  
is ideal for ambitious individuals or small learning institutions. 
 
We also offer the complete SLX Prime solution, ideal for 
enterprise  
level learning or large educational institutions. 

Use our simple and intuitive interface to create courses in 
different formats and monitor your learners’ progress through 
analytics. 
 
Combine video based courses with online assignments and 
assessments to create a fully online learning experience, or add 
real world classroom courses to your catalogue.  
 
You also have the possibility to create live, synchronous lessons, 
where you can directly interact with your learners. 

As part of a learning ecosystem, you have access to interested 
and like-minded individuals. 
 
Your courses will be part of a global marketplace, where 
learners can purchase your courses and share them with 
others.  
 
The increased visibility of your courses will attract learners from 
all over the world to your content.
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https://hub.slxlearning.com/partnership-plan
https://hub.slxlearning.com/partnership-plan
https://hub.slxlearning.com/partnership-plan
https://prime.slxlearning.com/


WHY SLX LEARNING?

REACH THE WORLD

MAKE MONEY

CREATE WITH EASE

Easy to create video based courses, assessments, live interactive  
classes, and real world classroom courses.

Build new courses, migrate your existing online courses to 
SLX Learning*, or let us help you create beautiful course content.

A proactive technical support team and a community managers  
will help you along the way.

Share your knowledge on a global platform, reach out 
to students from all around the world.

Our multi-lingual translation feature will help you share your 
knowledge across language barriers.

Tap into a network of curious and eager learners, that has 
been built up for years.

The price of an online course has a significant impact on 
how well it is received.On our platform you have the 
freedom to decide the price of your content.

Earn money every time a learner chooses your course. 
Get your course highlighted in the course catalogue to 
attract more learners.

Get paid through Paypal. All the earnings of your course 
will be sent to you once a month.

JOIN A COMMUNITY

Build a more engaged learning community and boost 
learning outcomes by combining activities such as learning, 
quizzing, events and experiences. Our Community features 
such as discussion forums and newsletters will keep them 
coming back for more.

Keep abreast with developments in your area of interest 
through your community and the curated news feed and 
interact with other experts and practitioners.

http://studio.slxlearning.com/


FEATURES

Lite  
Partner

Premium 
Partner

SLX Prime 
Solution

Learning Analytics Basic Advanced Advanced

Learning Plans No Yes Yes

Live Courses No Yes Yes

Multilingual Content No Yes Yes

Assessments Yes Yes Yes

Community Discussions No No Yes

Curated News Feed Yes No Yes

CRM Data Ownership No No Yes

Partner Landing Page No Yes Yes

Gamification Basic Basic Advanced

Max. Content Upload 20 GB 100 GB 1 TB

Metadata Bulk Upload No On Demand Yes

Content Migration Services No On demand Yes

Individual Sales Yes Yes Yes

Bundled Offerings No No Yes

Coupons and Discounts No No Yes

Market Based Pricing No No Yes



SERVICES

We offer a range of additional services to help you get 
started or go to the next level on SLX Learning.

High-End Content Production

Course Content Migration & Integration

Consulting Services

In education, it’s important to not only be 
understood, but to engage. That’s why we 
develop content that pulls the learner in and 
delivers the subject in a concise and accurate, 
yet accessible and digestible way.

If you have an existing library of online course 
content, we are here to help you seamlessly migrate 
it to the SLX Learning platform, so you can quickly 
continue where you left off. 

Positioned at the crossroads of Education and Technology,  
Swiss Learning Exchange is uniquely qualified to help you 
into  the future of learning. Whether it’s about engaging 
your  learners, getting the most out of technology, or 
building a community around you, we’re here to help. 
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